
Planning for the 25th and 26th March 2021


Well we have almost made it to the Easter holidays. Well 
done everyone. Hats off to you homeschooling!


I have 8 ideas here to take you to the end of term:


1 Cut out some speech bubbles for the animals in the 
jungle box. Make them say anything at all! Ask the 
children to write the words for the animals to say inside 
the speech bubble cut-outs. It might be an animal sound 
or just one word or a sentence. Look over prior planning 
for ideas of what they might say.


2 Record a short video, if you can, or take a series of 
photographs (maybe using the speech bubbles above) 
in the jungle. Send these to me and I will pass them onto 
our co-ordinator of “Yn Rollage”. It would be wonderful 
to feature our year group in this magazine. 

When making films and taking photo’s the children need 
to consider the camera angle and prepare where they 
are going to sit so we can see them in the images/films 
and how to plan out the story (even if it is one sentence 
they say/do/act out) and use Manx for this purpose.


3 Write a story about the jungle box. Allow the children 
to just write without rules (as with other free story 
writing). Can they read it back?

Send these examples to me also if you can.




4 Science - Record on a sheet of paper some of the 
ramps they have been experimenting with. Take pictures 
and make a collage if you can (but hand drawn easy 
shape images are fine - esp if you have no printer).


Add labels like - ard (tall), talley (tall) injil (low), dowin 
(low), garroo (rough), rea (flat/smooth).

And if the roller travelled: tappee (fast) or moal (slow)


5 Maddaght - writing the number 9. I start with a 
curly-‘c’ in the air hovering above any line and then 
complete a circle in the air and drop a stick down. 


Jean ‘c’ erskyn er linney as maidjey lurg:

say - gin-c-er-skin-er-lin-yuh-as-maj-er-lerg

(Do a ‘c’ above the line and a stick afterwards)


After experimenting with drawing number 9 - sand tray, 
beach, foam in a tray (as in prior planning) draw out faint 
number 9 9 9 9 9 9’s

and ask them to go over before trying themselves to do 
some without help.

NB:- note the computer 9 is not the one we write but we 
need to know about them both.


6 Revise and revisit the Yoga 10min film. Change for PE 
correctly and call out the names of the moves as they 
come up on the screen. Being creative: are there any 
moves that can be done holding a ball at the same time? 
Investigate this.




7 DT/Craft skills for fine motor skills 

(a) Draw anything on paper with a pencil. Using a rubber 
- rub it all out! 

(b) Find a range of pens and containers with lids and 
remove and replace them without help (this can be 
frustrating for them). Test all the door handles/
cupboards and knobs in the house and check they can 
open and close them all correctly including any with 
keys (they may need to stand on something!)

(c)Try pencil sharpeners, scissors and finish with 
satifying controlled ripping up of paper. Can they do this 
in strait line? Can they rip out a rough square shape? 
Any other shapes? 


Prow y phen - try the pen - say - pr-ow-uh-fen

Prow y farkal (Prow un ‘arkle) - try the lid

Pr-ow-uh-far-kul (pr-ow-un-ark-ul)

Prow y dorrys - try the door - pr-ow-un-Dorris

Prow yn ogher - try the key - pr-ow-un-or-ker

Raipey eh - rip it - say - ray-up-uh-ay

giarrey eh - cut it - say - g-air-ruh-ay

birraghey eh- sharpen it - say - bir-ack-er-ay

chyndaa eh - turn it - say - chin-dare-ay


8 Make Easter bunnies and write on them a note to all 
the family and friends they want to send them too. 

Draw around a hand each time and cut them out as best 
you can (can use your hand to get bigger bunnies and 
make bunny families!)




Chop the middle finger out and fold in the thumb and 
little finger. Make it look like a bunny! See below 
example. Enjoy 🐇🐰 


Conning - rabbit - say - cun-ying

Caisht - Easter - say - Kay-sh-t

Conning Caisht - Easter Bunny 

Caisht sonney dyht - Happy Easter to you (if there is one 
person) - say Kay-sh-t-s-on-er-dut

Caisht sonney diu - Happy Easter to you all (more than 
one person) say - kay-sh-t-s-on-er-dew


Caisht Sonney diu - Bnr Blindell (Ruth)





